drums
piano
Match the pictures of these jazz instruments to their names!

- Piano
- Trumpet
- Stand-Up Bass
- Saxophone
- Trombone
- Drums
Match the pictures of these jazz instruments to their names!

KEY

- Piano
- Trumpet
- Stand-Up Bass
- Saxophone
- Trombone
- Drums
Hangin’ with the Giants Crossword

Across
4. Part of the brass family of instruments; played by Mr. Armstrong.
5. Famous jazz trumpet player Miles [_______], known for “cool jazz.”
7. Famous jazz musician Louis [_______], who sang and also played the cornet (an instrument similar to the trumpet).
8. Long brass instrument typically played over a musician’s shoulder.
10. Style of music developed in the U.S. in the late 19th century characterized by improvisations.
11. Metal woodwind instrument (meaning it has a reed) with many keys controlled by a musician’s fingers; instrument played by Mr. Parker.
13. Popular music from today that was influenced greatly by jazz—hint: it’s not rock ‘n’ roll. (2 words)
14. When jazz musicians make up parts of a song as they perform.
17. Famous saxophonist Charlie [_______].

Down
1. Percussion instrument that sets the beat in many songs; it is used in a “set” for jazz music.
2. Louisiana city where jazz was born. (2 words)
3. Metal woodwind instrument (meaning it has a reed) with many keys controlled by a musician’s fingers; instrument played by Mr. Parker.
4. Style of music developed in the U.S. in the late 19th century characterized by improvisations.
6. Metal woodwind instrument (meaning it has a reed) with many keys controlled by a musician’s fingers; instrument played by Mr. Parker.
9. Popular music from today that was influenced greatly by jazz—hint: it’s not rock ‘n’ roll. (2 words)
10. This trumpet player, “________” Gillespie also could play piano, but he’s more remembered for his trumpet playing, especially since when he played his cheeks bulged out like balloons.
11. This stringed instrument has many varieties, but in jazz music, you’ll see the version known as the “stand up,” “upright,” or “double” [_______].
12. This instrument is part of the percussion family, even though inside it has strings, because it uses hammers inside to hit those strings to make the music; also the instrument played by Mr. Ellington.
15. Famous jazz musician Thelonious [_______] was best known for music with stops, starts, twists, turns, and sudden silences.
16. This famous jazz musician’s real name is Edward Ellington, and he isn’t actually royalty.
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Across
4. Part of the brass family of instruments; played by Mr. Armstrong.
5. Famous jazz trumpet player Miles ________, known for “cool jazz.”
7. Famous jazz musician Louis ________, who sang and also played the cornet (an instrument similar to the trumpet).
8. Long brass instrument typically played over a musician’s shoulder.
10. Louisiana city where jazz was born. (2 words)
11. Style of music developed in the U.S. in the late 19th century characterized by improvisations.
12. Metal woodwind instrument (meaning it has a reed) with many keys controlled by a musician’s fingers; instrument played by Mr. Parker.
13. Popular music from today that was influenced greatly by jazz—hint: it’s not rock ‘n’ roll. (2 words)
14. When jazz musicians make up parts of a song as they perform.
15. Famous saxophonist Charlie ________.

Down
1. Percussion instrument that sets the beat in many songs; it is used in a “set” for jazz music.
2. This trumpet player, “______” Gillespie also could play piano, but he’s more remembered for his trumpet playing, especially since when he played his cheeks bulged out like balloons.
3. This stringed instrument has many varieties, but in jazz music, you’ll see the version known as the “stand up,” “upright,” or “double” ________.
4. This instrument is part of the percussion family, even though inside it has strings, because it uses hammers inside to hit those strings to make the music, also the instrument played by Mr. Ellington.
5. Famous jazz musician Thelonious ________ was best known for music with stops, starts, twists, turns, and sudden silences.
6. This famous jazz musician’s real name is Edward Ellington, and he isn’t actually royalty.